Calculating the Ideal Gas Constant
Lab [20 pts]
Chem 1

Name
Lab Partner
Period
Date

Purpose: The purpose of this lab is to experimentally determine the ideal gas law constant, R. This will be
accomplished by producing hydrogen gas by reacting magnesium metal with excess hydrochloric acid as
shown in this balanced equation: Mg (s) + 2 HCl (aq) ⟶ MgCl2 (aq) + H2 (g)
The P, V, n, and T values for the hydrogen gas produced will all be experimentally measured. R will be
determined using ideal gas law equation, PV = nRT. Note: make all measurements carefully! Your grade
will depend on the accuracy of your result.
Procedure: GOGGLES MUST BE WORN AT ALL TIMES!!!!
1. Obtain a strip of magnesium metal about 3 cm long. Mass out the strip of using a balance that has 0.001
g precision. Record mass below. (Note: The Mg strip must not have a mass greater than 0.046 g)
2. Loosely wind the magnesium into a coil. Form a loop around the magnesium with a piece of copper
wire. Then, bend the copper wire at the other end to form a small hook.
3. Measure about 15 ml of 3M HCl(aq) into a eudiometer (a long glass tube marked in 0.1 mL intervals).
Be careful! Hold the graduated cylinder BELOW eye level when pouring. To facilitate reading the
volume in step 10, you may add 1 drop of food coloring to the eudiometer.
4. Fill a 400 mL beaker to about 350 mL with deionized water. Hold the eudiometer at an angle and slowly
pour the water into the tilted tube (try not to disturb the acid layer any more than necessary.) Fill the
eudiometer above the rim with water.
5. Place the Mg & copper wire assembly into the mouth of the eudiometer as shown in the first diagram.
Hook the copper wire so it is hanging in the inside of the eudiometer.
6. Insert a size 00 one-hole stopper. Use a microtip pipet to fill the hole in the stopper to the top with water.
Cover the hole with your finger, invert the eudiometer and slip the mouth of the eudiometer below the
surface of the water in the beaker, taking care not to let any air enter the tube. Remove your finger.
Secure the eudiometer with a buret clamp, leaving about 1 cm between the stopper and the bottom of the
beaker (see second diagram).
7. Since the HCl (aq) is denser than H2O, it will descend the inverted eudiometer. When it reaches the Mg,
the reaction will begin, and the H2 gas will begin to displace the water.
8. While you are waiting for this exciting reaction to come to completion, record the atmospheric pressure
and the water temperature from the board into data table below.
9. When the magnesium has completely reacted, place your finger over the hole in the stopper and transfer
the eudiometer into a large (250 mL to 1000 mL) graduated cylinder that has been filled with to the brim
water and located in the sink or a basin to catch the overflow.
10. This step is extremely important for reducing your experimental error! Adjust the eudiometer in the
water so that the water level in the graduated cylinder is equal to the water level in the eudiometer (see
diagram at right). If it is not possible to make the water levels equal, ask your teacher for help. When the
water levels are the same, the pressure inside the tube equals the atmospheric pressure. Record the
volume of the gas in the tube to 0.1 mL (e.g. 34.1 mL, not 34 mL). Make sure you read the volume
correctly at the bottom of the meniscus — remember, the scale goes downwards! Do not subtract the
value from 50 mL, just read the volume directly from the eudiometer!
11. Clean up. Rinse out your eudiometer with a few batches of deionized water. Put away eudiometer,
thermometer, beaker, stopper, and graduated cylinder. Throw away copper wire.
Data Table: [4 pts] Record all data as precisely as possible.
Mass of Mg (s)

g

Atmospheric Pressure=

Temperature of water (we are assuming this is temp of H2 gas) =
Volume of gas =

mL =

mm Hg
°C =

K

L (Volume of gas when water levels are equal.)

Calculations:
Answer on a separate sheet. You MUST show all calculation steps clearly. All numbers must have units!
KEEP at least three significant figures at all times!!!
1. [2 pts] Determine the moles of H2 gas that should have been produced (theoretical yield) based on the
mass of Mg with which you began (small!). Record to 3 sig figs even if you only have 2.
2. [1 pt] One procedure you did this lab ensured that the atmospheric pressure = the pressure of the gas
inside the tube. Explain what you did and how this ensures that the atmospheric pressure equals the
pressure inside the tube in step 10. (Hint: think of how a barometer works.)
3. [2 pts] Because the H2 gas was collected over water, the gas in the eudiometer contains some water
vapor, which must be subtracted from the atmospheric pressure to obtain the partial pressure of the H2.
These steps will help you get to the pressure of H2 gas.
Reference Table: Vapor pressure of water at various temperatures
Temperature °C
Temperature °C
PH2O (mm Hg)
PH2O (mm Hg)
16
13.6
21
18.7
17
14.5
22
19.8
18
15.5
23
21.1
19
16.5
24
22.4
20
17.5
25
23.8
Using the table above, find the temperature closest to yours. If your temperature is outside of this range,
see your teacher or look up the water vapor pressure on the Internet. Subtract the corresponding vapor
pressure from the atmospheric pressure: PH2 = Patm – PH2O . Finally, convert PH 2 from mmHg to atm.
4. [2 pts] You now have experimental values of P, V, n, and T for the sample of H2 gas. Use your numbers
PV
to determine R in the equation R =
. Make sure you have used the correct units and show the units
nT
of R in your final answer.
L⋅atm
5. [1 pt] The accepted value of R is 0.08206 mol⋅K
. Calculate your percent error (See Chart B).
Note: See your teacher if your % error is greater than 10%. You will lose 10% (one letter grade) if a
calculation or measurement mistake leads to an incorrect value of R with >10% error.
Post Lab Questions: [8 pts] Answer all questions in complete sentences on a separate sheet.
1) [2 pts] Why was it important to make sure that the eudiometer was filled completely with water before
you inverted it? If it weren’t completely filled, how would this have affected the volume of H2 gas (too
high or too low)? Explain your reasoning. How would your value for R be affected? (Too high or too
low?) [Look at how V affects R in the calculation.]
2) [2 pts] How would the volume of H2 gas be affected if some of your magnesium did not react (or if it
were contaminated)? Explain your reasoning. How would your value for R be affected? [Again, look at
equation.]
3) [2 pts] When measuring the pressure of H2 gas in the tube, you rightly assumed that there was some
water vapor in the tube along with the H2. Thus, you corrected your P value by subtracting out the
pressure due to the water vapor. If you had not made this correction, would your pressure value be too
high or too low? How would this have affected your R value? (too high or too low)? Explain.
4) [2 pts] What was your percent error in R? Were you accurate (was the error less than 5%)? Was your
value for R too high or too low? Give one possible change in the procedure that would improve the
accuracy of the experiment—explain what the change is (don’t just say “change step x”) and how/why it
would improve the accuracy. Think about where systematic error might occur.
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